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The Geosynchronous Platform Definition Study was a pre-Phase A analysis
conducted by the Space Division of Rockwell International Corporation (Rockwell)
under Contract NAS9-12909 for the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administrationv The- study explores the scope
of geosynchronous traffic, the needs and benefits of multifunction space plat-
forms, transportation system interfaces, and the definition of representative
platform conceptual designs. The work was administered under the technical
direction of Mr. David Brown (Telephone 713-483-6321) of the Program Planning
Office/Future Programs Division of the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.
This report consists of the following seven volumes:
Volume I - Executive Summary
Volume II - Overall Study Summary
Volume III - Geosynchronous Mission Characteristics
Volume IV, Part 1 - Traffic Analysis and System
Requirements for the Baseline Traffice
Model
Volume IV, Part 2 - Traffic Analysis and System
Requirements for the New Traffic Model
Volume V - Geosynchronous Platform Synthesis
Volume VI - Geosynchronous Program Evaluation and
Recommendations
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Geodetic satellite in polar geosynchronous orbit.
Geosynchronous solar electric propulsion stage
International Communication Satellite
Integrated power and attitude control system
Metrology and Earth Observations Satellite





OTS Orbital transportation system
PCM Pulse code modulation
PSK Phase shift keying
RCS Reaction control subsystem
RSU Remote service unit
SAT A Small Application Technology Satellite
SEP Solar electric propulsion
SGLS Space-ground link subsystem (part of U.S. Air Force Satellite
Control Facility)
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
SSM Spares storage module
STDN Spaceflight tracking and data network
STS Space transportation system
TDMA Time division multiple access
TORS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
TPS Thermal protection subsystem
TT&C Tracking, telemetry and command
UHF Ultra high frequency
VHF Very high frequency







This volume, Geosynchronous Program Evaluation and Recommendations,
presents the programmatic analyses conducted to achieve the objectives of the
Geosynchronous Platform Definition Study. It examines the characteristics of
alternate geosynchronous programs based on the servicing concepts, geosynchro-
nous platform configurations, and equipment definitions discussed in Volume V.
The logistics support necessary to carry out programs using these systems
are defined considering alternate approaches for on-orbit servicing of defined
programs. The costs of the resultant programs are then determined and the
alternate program approaches compared. Conventional programs with expendable
satellites are also defined to the extent necessary to permit comparison with
on-orbit serviced platform programs.
During these analyses, primary emphasis was placed on the examination,
comparison, and evaluation of alternate program approaches using a consistent
comparison base. This base was provided by defining alternate platform pro-
grams which had a time-phased,on-orbit operational capability which was at
least equivalent to the operational capabilities of the satellite traffic
models defined in Volume IV. In addition, common space transportation systems
were used to initiate and support all alternate program approaches examined.
Thus, the number of programmatic variables were reduced,permitting a more
direct comparison and evaluation of the alternate program approaches.
Independent evaluations were conducted for the baseline and the new
traffic models. In this manner, program sensitivity to the number of space-





The fundamental purposes of the program evaluation activity were to
compare alternate on-orbit serviced platform programs and to develop a recom-
mended geosynchronous platform program approach based on these comparisons
and on the platform configurations, and servicing system concepts developed in
Volumes IV and V. The basic program approaches considered in the study included
on-orbit serviced platform programs for both the baseline .and new traffic models.
Within this family of possible program approaches, single function and multiple,
function platforms were examined with both remote and manned servicing. To
parametrically assess the impact of the servicing operations on the total pro-
gram costs, a limited set of alternate servicing levels and frequencies was.
examined. The values examined were selected for the purpose of establishing
the impact and program sensitivity to the servicing level and frequency, and
do not necessarily represent the values which will ultimately be required in
an operational program. Relatively high servicing levels and frequencies were
selected to ensure that the impact of these considerations would be evident.
These analyses resulted in the examination of four single-function platform .
programs and twelve multiple function platform programs. In addition, the
characteristics of conventional expendable satellite programs were developed
for both the baseline and new traffic models. These programs were developed
only to the extent necessary to permit a general comparison of platform pro-
grams with conventional satellite programs. . ',',..'
The principal program evaluation activities consisted of the development .
of spacecraft delivery schedules; spacecraft, shuttle, and tug launch schedules;
and program costs. The launch schedules and the program costs provided the
basis for selecting the preferred program alternative. These data, plus the
spacecraft concept considerations, provided the basis for defining the pre-
ferred geosynchronous platform program approach. The basic input data required
for these analyses were the traffic models, satellite population histories, and
platform and. servicing systems defined in Volumes IV and V.
The initial program evaluation task centered on the development of plat-
form delivery schedules which produced the same on-orbit operational capa-
bility as that defined by the baseline and new traffic models. These schedules
determined when platform deliveries would be required and provided the basis
for the subsequent development of shuttle/tug launch schedules. During the
development of the platform schedules, the required geographic distribution of
platforms was also considered to ensure that world-wide operational capability
could be provided. In order to establish total program costs, it was necessary
to then define the required shuttle/tug launch schedules for platform delivery,
mission equipment updates, and on-orbit servicing of the platforms. The
required launch schedules were determined by combining platform deliveries,





The constraints imposed during the development of the shuttle/tug launch
schedules were the physical volume within the shuttle cargo bay and the per-
formance capability of a reusable tug. Payloads (or combinations of payloads)
up to 290 inches in length can be installed in the shuttle cargo bay with a
35-foot reusable tug, if a docking module is not installed. With a docking
module, the maximum length is reduced to 210 inches. The principal reusable
tug characteristic considered was the payload delivery and/or return capa-
bility. During the assessment of the groupability of missions, the effects
of on-orbit maneuvers on the tug payload capability were incorporated. Thus,
a pure placement mission would have a lower on-orbit delta-V requirement than
a delivery plus servicing mission with corresponding differences in the tug
payload capabilitiy.
During the development of the shuttle/tug launch schedules, the required
platform deliveries, mission equipment updates, and servicing missions were
identified. In addition, the required delivery weights for placement and the
required return weights for update and servicing missions were determined.
Payload lengths were also identified considering the spares storage volume
required for servicing missions. The total logistics requirements for
each year were then examined to determine the required number of shuttle/tug
launches without exceeding the dimensional and performance capabilities of these
systems. For each candidate multiple mission opportunity, the capability to
perform the mission was verified by calculating the tug on-orbit maneuver
requirements and the resultant impact on the payload capability.
The shuttle/tug launch schedules, plus the definitions of the platforms
and servicing systems, provided the basis for the development of total program
costs. The resultant costs, plus considerations of the number of hardware end
items, the number of operational spacecraft on-orbit, and the program demands
placed on the shuttle and tug, provided the basis for defining a preferred
program alternative. Of the program alternatives considered during this study,
the remotely serviced multiple function platform alternative is preferred.
This alternative offers the following advantages:
j 1. It requires the least number of hardware end items because
mission functions have been combined into compatible groupings.
2. It results in the least number of operational spacecraft on-orbit.
3. It requires the lowest shuttle/tug launch requirements due to
the reduced number of elements to be delivered and serviced,
and, as a result of the above,
4. It has the lowest total program costs.
There are additional factors which must be considered in the final selec-
tion of a recommended geosynchronous platform program approach. These include
the need for further identification and refinement of geosynchronous traffic
characteristics and payload groupability and integrations requirements. Also,
the program flexibility offered by the selected platform design approach must
be considered, particularly its adaptability to changing traffic needs and





'which'"require manned servicing of platforms during the program period examined
(through 1990), man offers unique capabilities for -jn situ judgement and
adaptability for handling the "unexpected". Thus, it is important to retain
the flexibility for this option until more definitive data become available.
Based on the principal study results and insights gained during the
conduct of the study, a recommended geosynchronous program approach was
formulated. Its important features are summarized below.
• It is recommended that efforts be continued toward the
identification and refinement of geosynchronous traffic
characteristics. Significant progress was made during this
study. Many new functions were identified along with several
very advanced concepts offering vast benefits to mankind. A
model framework including rationale and construction techniques
was also produced. However, new sensors, new technologies,
and new populations of users are emerging which require
continued attention in updating traffic characteristics.
• It is also recommended that feasible payload grouping options
be applied in future program/system definition activities.
Additional and/or different groupings may be possible as new
and better definitions of geosynchronous traffic become
available. Further efforts are required on mission equipment
integration issues, particularly as better definitions of
equipment configuration and accommodation requirements become
known. New functions in the updated and refined traffic models
will also require integration analysis.
• It is further recommended that the "tri-mode" platform
configuration approach be applied to hold open the option for
manned servicing. Much effort is required to determine a
preferred servicing mode. Analysis results, design trades,
and operational experience must be accumulated on both the
spacecraft to be serviced and the systems performing the
servicing operations before preferred servicing modes can
be selected. The above "tri-mode" approach offers the desired
flexibility at virtually no design penalty. Safety considerations
would introduce variations in'qualification programs, but applying
this basic configuration approach to further studies of hardware
standardization and subsystems commonality could focus their
results to useful products somewhat independent of future





3.0 PROGRAM EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
This section defines the overall methodology used to conduct the program-
matic analyses leading to the definition of a recommended geosynchronous plat-
form program approach. The objective of the program evaluation effort was to
compare alternate geosynchronous platform programs using the geosynchronous
platform configurations, servicing concepts, and equipment definitions pre-
sented in Volume V, Geosynchronous Platform Synthesis. This objective was
accomplished using the overall geosynchronous program evaluation logic "shown
in Figure 3-1. In addition, Figure 3-2 presents a schematic representation
of the process used to execute the steps in the evaluation logic. The figure
illustrates the data base required for the analyses and the principal products
























Figure 3-1. Geosynchronous Program Evaluation Logic
3.1 DATA BASE DEFINITION
The fundamental data base element for the geosynchronous olatform nrogram
evaluation analysis was the definition of the niatform configurations, servic-
ing concepts, and equipment definitions presented in Volume V. The defined
platforms were scheduled to provide the equivalent ooerational canability
represented by the baseline and new traffic models presented in Volume IV,
Parts 1 and 2. During the scheduling of olatform deliveries, the geographic






























considered to ensure that the on-orbit operational capabilities would satisfy
world-wide demands. In addition, the transportation system launch schedules
were developed on the basis of the physical and performance characteristics of
the transportation systems defined for this study. The performance character-
istics were based on the geosynchronous mission operational performance
requirements defined in Volume III. The principal operational performance .
requirements considered were the mission delta-V requirements for placement
and servicing of geosynchronous satellites and platforms.
3.2 PROGRAM EVALUATION
The three elements of the data base—baseline traffic model, platform
concepts, and transportation system capabilities—are shown schematically, in
the "Data Base" phase of Figure 3-2.. With the baseline traffic model as the
definition of operational capability on orbit, the second of these elements,
platform concepts, was used to develop platform delivery schedules. Functional
capability was the consideration driving the development of these schedules
for the placement of single-function.and multinle-function nlatforms. The
platform delivery schedules resulted in an on-orbit functional capability
equivalent to the conventional expendable satellite programs ..by replacing
expendable satellite deliveries with platform deliveries. Details.of these
platform delivery schedules are presented in Section 4.1.
Weight and sizing data for the platforms were enumerated in order to ...
determine the transportation system requirements; i.e., the requirements for
shuttle/tug flights which would deliver the platforms to geosynchronous orbit.
The number of shuttle/tug flights required to implement the program is
also a function of the payload capability, expressed in pounds and constrained
by the physical dimensions of the shuttle cargo bay. Nominally, the round -
trip payload capability of a single tug is taken to be .3225 pounds. However,
the actual capability is a function of orbital maneuvers, which would be dic-
tated by the mission profile; e.g., delivery only, delivery and servicing one
platform, servicing two platforms, etc. Rather than use generalized delivery/
retrieval payload capability curves, it was decided to take into account this
variability in orbital maneuvers which uniquely describes each proposed flight.
This was accomplished with the aid of a computerized routine which tracked
the propel 1 ant consumed during ascent and descent de l ta -V 's , as well as during
on-orbit delta-V's for phasing between spacecraft. Incut data were main
propulsion system (MRS) de l ta-V 's , specific imnulse ( I S P ) > stage and payload
gross weight, usable MRS, and auxiliary propulsion system (APS) orooellants.
Among these, the variables which characterized each flight were on-orbit MRS.
del ta-V's, payload gross weight, and usable MRS propellant.
Proposed shuttle flights were loaded with tug, spacecraft, and/or
servicing units up to the usable cargo bay envelope of 60 by 15 feet. With a
35-foot tug, 25 feet were available for payload. Opportunities for combining
delivery and servicing functions were limited by the dimensions of the servic-








For a single tug, 56,585 pounds are available for payload, MRS propellant,
and APS propellant. The flight, was run with the selected payload combination
and propellant equal to the difference between 56,585 pounds and the payload
weight. Based on the delta-V's contained in Volume III, the .sum of MPS pro-
pellants required for the mission through rendezvous and docking with the
shuttle was calculated. If this sum was greater than the original propellant
(Wprop < 0), the flight was disallowed. One of the payload elements was
removed; the propellant was increased by that amount, and the flight rerun.
This process was repeated until the weight of the excess propel!ant was greater
than zero. This was done region by region, combining flights to different
regions where necessary and possible, and year by year until all spacecraft
elements in the model were delivered and serviced. All deliveries and visits
scheduled within a given year were run in that year; none were postponed for
a more favorable clustering opportunity in a subsequent year.
The impact of variations in the number of geosynchronous spacecraft was
evaluated by application of this program evaluation methodology to the new
traffic model. As with the baseline program, the new traffic model was the
basis for development of "equivalent capability" platform delivery schedules.
Then, using parameters determined during the development of the baseline pro-
grams, launch schedules were developed for the new traffic model.
The platform and servicing system concepts, plus the delivery schedules,
provided the basis for the development of total program costs. These costs
included the nonrecurring and recurring costs of the olatforms, servicing
systems, and spares for eight basic program alternatives. In addition, the
operational costs of the transportation systems were established to define
the total program costs.
The resultant program costs provided the basis for the definition of a
preferred geosynchronous program alternative. In the context of this study,
the preferred program: alternative is defined as the preferred combination of
platform concept (either single-function or multiple-function), servicing mode
(either remote or manned), and servicing level and frequency. It must be
pointed out, however, that the servicing levels and frequencies examined during
this study were selected for the purpose of establishing the program sensitiv-
ity to these considerations and do not necessarily represent the values which
will be required in an operational program.
The recommended program aporoach was developed considering the results of
all major analyses conducted during the study. The principal considerations
were program evaluations, the new traffic model analyses, contention





4.0 PROGRAM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The initial program evaluation task centered on the development of
single-function and multiple-function platform delivery schedules which
resulted in the same on-orbit operational capability as that defined by the
baseline traffic model. These schedules defined when platform deliveries
would be required and provided the basis for the subsequent development of
shuttle/tug launch schedules. Geographic distribution also was considered
in the development of these schedules :to assure that the required world-wide
operational capability would be provided.
Only the period from 1981 through 1990 was considered during the
development of the platform delivery schedules. An examination of the base-
line traffic model shows that the active satellite population builds up
until 1982 and then remains relatively steady. This buildup, shown in Figure
4-1, is based on the data contained in Volume IV, Part 1. As shown in
Figure 4-1, the active satellite population averages about 58 satellites from
1982 through 1990. The traffic analyses in Volume IV, Part 1, show that
deliveries occur in all satellite categories during the 1981-83 period, which
is after the space shuttle 1980 IOC defined for this study. It was assumed,
therefore, that these deliveries would be representative of the initial place-
ment of shuttle-compatible geosynchronous satellites. As a result, the
programmatic analyses concentrated on the 1981-90 period.
The expendable satellite delivery schedule for the 1981-90 period is
shown in Figure 4-2 for the baseline traffic model. For purposes of the
program evaluation analyses, the science-and technology-type satellites were
grouped separately from the applications type satellites. A total of 33
science and technology satellite deliveries is required during the 1981-90
period, resulting in an average launch rate of 3.3 satellites per year.
The communications type satellites and the operational earth observations
satellites were grouped within the applications class. Of the 80 satellites
within this class, there were eight international communications satellites
(Comsats) and 42 domestic communications satellites (U.S. and foreign Domsats).
Thus, 50 of the 80 (62.5 percent) applications satellites are concerned with
either national or international data relay-type functions.
A total of 113 satellite deliveries is required over the ten-year period,
resulting in an average delivery rate of 11.3 satellites per year. The
maximum number of deliveries occurs in 1983, while the minimum occurs in
1986 (16 and 5 deliveries, respectively).
There is one slight difference between the delivery schedule shown in
Figure 4-2 and the schedule shown in Figure 3.2-3 in Volume IV, Part 1.





in 1980, 1982, 1985, 1987, and 1990. Rather than delay the initial shuttle
delivery of this family of satellites until 1982 during the programmatic
analyses, it was decided to delay all "Synchronous Earth Observation
Satellite" deliveries by one year. Thus, the initial shuttle delivery of
these satellites was scheduled in 1981 with subsequent deliveries in 1983,
1986, and 1988. This one year delay is reflected in the expendable satellite























































































































































































































































































































A DELIVER *FOR THIS COMPARISON MODEL. 'THE SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATION SATELLITE SCHEDULE HAS BEEN MODIFIED.
Figure 4-2. Goo synchronous Delivery Schedule - Expendable Satellite:!
SD 73-SA-0036-6 4 - 5 , 4-6
Space Division
North American Rockwell
4.1 PLATFORM DELIVERY SCHEDULES
The transition from expendable satellite programs to single-function
platform programs was made in the following manner. Serviceable platform
deliveries began in 1981, the year they were assumed to be available.
Deliveries in each instance substituted a serviceable platform for an
expandable satellite that had become inactive,, and the number of operational
platforms on orbit was increased until the number of operational single-
function platforms equalled the number of active expendable satellites in
the traffic model. Servicing of these platforms began the year after place-
ment and continued on a periodic schedule. Thus, while an expendable
satellite would have to be replaced at the end of its useful life, the
single-function platform would still be active and no increase in the on-
orbit inventory would be required.
This systematic reduction in the number of spacecraft deliveries is
shown for a typical satellite group in Figure 4-3. For this illustration,
an on-orbit operational capability equivalent to 10 active satellites has
been achieved prior to 1981 through the delivery of expendable satellites.
Beginning in 1981, additional expendable satellite deliveries are required
to maintain a constant active satellite population as the previously
delivered expendable satellites reach the end of their operational life.
A second series of deliveries, beginning in 1988, is required to replace the
expendable satellites delivered during 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1984. In . •
developing the equivalent, single-function platform program, the expendable
satellite deliveries during 1981 through 1984 were replaced by single-
function platform deliveries. The on-orbit operational capability was then
maintained, though servicing of the platforms and deliveries during 1988,
1989, and 1990 is not required. Therefore, for this illustration, the
number of spacecraft deliveries was reduced from 19 to 10 during the 1981-90
period.
The resultant single-function platform delivery schedule is shown in
Figure 4-4. The traffic model presented in this figure shows that, for the
single-function platform program, 50 fewer spacecraft (63 versus 113) are
required to establish the same functional capability as the baseline
expendable satellite program. However, if each single-function platform is
serviced once a year, 426 servicings are required to maintain the platforms
over the 10-year period under consideration. In addition, some platforms
are updated (i.e., mission equipment is exchanged or added). Mission
equipment updates were assumed to be required for the science-and technology-
type spacecraft since these are developmental in nature. The scheduling of
the mission equipment updates corresponds to the scheduling of new expendable
satellite deliveries in the baseline traffic model. For example, the base-
line traffic model called for the delivery of a small application technology
satellite (SATS) once a year. These deliveries were replaced by one single-
function platform delivery in 1981 and one mission equipment update in each
of the subsequent years. A total of 18 mission equipment updates was






The. multiple-function platform delivery schedules were developed in an
analogous manner based on the multiple-function platform capabilities defined
in Volume IV. the resultant delivery schedule, shown in Figure 4-5, ensures
that an equivalent operational capability is achieved within each region at
least as soon as that defined by the expendable satellite program. With the
grouping of satellite functions on multiple-function platforms, 18 multiple-
function platforms would be required in orbit, in contrast to 63 single-
function platforms or 113 expendable satellites. As in the single-function
platform program, updates of mission equipment are scheduled (a total of 17
in the 1981-90 period). A total of 19 multiple-function platforms was
identified in Volume IV. The difference is due to elimination of three
astronomy platforms and the addition of :two development platforms. Instead
of four astronomy platforms, only one is delivered, and mission equipment
updates are used at the intervals specified for satellite deliveries in the
expendable satellite schedule. The two developmental platforms consist of
the basic platform structure and subsystems, with developmental equipment
cycling at the update frequency shown in Figure 4-5.
The average delivery rate for the 10-year period is 11 deliveries per
year for expendable satellites, 6 for single-function platforms, and 2 for
multiple-function platforms. These delivery demands are overshadowed by the
requirement for servicing of the platforms already in orbit, discussed in
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A UPDATE *FOR THIS COMPARISON MODEL, THE SYNCHRONOUS EARTH OBSERVATION SATELLITE SCHEDULE HAS BEEN MODIFIED.
Figure 4-4. Geosynchronous Delivery Schedule - Single-Function Platforms













































































































































































































A DELIVER A UPDATE
Figure 4-5. Geosynchronous Delivery Schedule - Multiple-Function Platforms
SD 73-SA-0036-6 4-13, 4-14
Space Division
North American Rockwell
4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE/TUG LAUNCH SCHEDULES , • ,
The previously defined delivery schedules identify when single-function
and multiple-function platforms must be delivered in order to provide an
operational capability at least equivalent to the baseline traffic model.
In order to establish total program costs, it was necessary to define the
required shuttle/tug launch schedule for platform delivery, mission equip-
ment update, and on-orbit servicing. These schedules were developed for-
eight different platform program alternatives for both the baseline and new
traffic models. In addition, shuttle/tug launch schedules were developed
for the two expendable satellite programs, resulting .in a total of 18 ,
different launch schedules.
The eight basic program alternatives considered during this study are
illustrated in Figure 4-6. The principal programs considered were the
on-orbit serviced geosynchronous platform programs, including both single-
function and multiple-function platforms. Both remote and manned servicing,
were considered for each platform concept. In order to parametrically assess
the impact of servicing operations on total program costs, a limited set of
alternate servicing levels and frequencies was examined. The values :
examined were selected for the purpose of establishing the impact and program
sensitivity to the servicing level and frequency, and do not necessarily
represent the values which will ultimately be required . in an operational ••;
program. Relatively high servicing levels were selected to ensure that the
impact of these considerations would be evident. : • .
The required launch schedules were determined by combining platform
deliveries, mission equipment updates, and servicing missions where possible.
The constraints imposed were the physical volume within the shuttle.cargo bay
and the reusable tug performance capability. The manner in which the
required shuttle/tug launches were determined is illustrated in Figure 4-7.
For each year of the program, the required platform deliveries, mission
equipment updates, and servicing missions were identified. In addition, the
required delivery weights and, for the update and servicing missions, thV v
required return weights were defined. The required payload lengths were also
identified considering the number of servicing system tiers required for
servicing missions. The logistics requirements for each year were then
examined to determine the required number of shuttle/tug launched without :-
exceeding the dimensional and performance capabilities of these systems. The
capability to perform each candidate multiple mission was verif ied-in light
of the tug on-orbit maneuver requirements and the resultant impact on the tug
payload capability.
Weight and sizing data for the platforms were developed to determine the
transportation system requirement (i.e., the number of shuttle/tug flights
required to deliver the platforms to geosynchronous orbit). The number of
shuttle/tug flights required is a function of payload capability. Nominally,
the round-trip payload capability of a single tug is taken to be 3225 pounds.
However, the actual capability is a function of orbital maneuvers, which
would be dictated by the mission profile (e.g., delivery only, delivery and
servicing one platform, servicing two platforms, etc.). Rather than use





Include this variability in orbital maneuvers. This was accomplished with
the aid of a computerized routine which tracked the propellant consumed
during ascent and descent as well as on-orbit for phasing between platforms.
Input data included main propulsion system (MRS) AV, specific impulse (Isp),
stage and payload gross weight, and usable MRS and auxiliary propulsion
system (APS) propellant. Among these, the variables which characterized
each flight were on-orbit MRS AV, payload gross weight, and usage MRS
propellant.
Proposed shuttle flights were loaded with tug and spacecraft or servicing
units up to the usable cargo bay envelope of 60 by 15 feet. With a 35-foot
tug, 25 feet were available for the payload. Opportunities for combining
delivery and servicing functions were limited by the dimensions of the servi-
cing unit and the number of spares (and therefore tiers) to be delivered.
For a single tug, 56,585 pounds are available for payload, MRS pro-
pellant, and APS propellant. The weight of selected payload combinations was
calculated and subtracted from the tug capacity; the remainder was allocated
to propellant. The sum of MRS propellant required for the mission through
rendezvous and docking with the shuttle was then calculated on the basis of
the AV requirements identified in Section 3.3 of Volume III. If this sum was
greater than the allocated propellant, the flight was disallowed. One of
the payload elements was then removed, the propel!ant increased by that
amount, and the flight rerun. This process was repeated until the weight of
the excess propellant was greater than.zero. This was done region by region,
combining flights to different regions where necessary and possible, and
year by year, until all spacecraft elements in the model were delivered and
serviced. All deliveries and visits scheduled within a given year were run
in that year;none were postponed for a more favorable clustering opportunity
in a subsequent year.
As many single tug missions were scheduled as were feasible within
weight and AV constraints. Where the alternatives were one dual or two
single tug missions, the latter was selected. If the alternatives were one
dual or three single tug missions, one dual tug mission was selected.
The effects of increased traffic levels were evaluated by applying this
methodology to the new traffic model. As with the baseline program, the
new traffic model was the basis for development of "equivalent capability"
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4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF SHUTTLE/TUG LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS
This section details the shuttle/tug launch requirements for the 16
basic program alternatives and the two* conventional expendable satellite
programs discussed in the previous section. Launch schedules were established
by combining platform delivery, mission equipment update, and platform
servicing missions where possible.
B ase line T raf f i c Mode 1 Reg ui remen ts
A comparison of the number of spacecraft deliveries for the single-and
multiple-function platform program alternatives, as well as the expendable
satellite program, is shown in Figure 4-8. Also, the cumulative spacecraft
populations in geosynchronous orbit for the three programs are shown. In
1990, the cumulative difference in the, number of spacecraft deliveries
(measured from an expendable satellite base in 1980 when the satellites on
orbit number 68) is 50 for the single- function platform program and 95 for
the multiple- function platform program. Based on the total cumulative
spacecraft population in 1990, the single- function and multiple- function
platforms represent 72 percent and 48 percent of the baseline expendable .
satellite population.
Tables 4-1 through 4-5 contain the program summaries for:
1. Expendable satellites
2. Single- function platforms, 25.percent spares per year
3. Multiple- function platforms, 25 percent spares per year
4. Multiple-function platforms, 50 percent spares per year
5. Multiple- function platforms, 50 percent spares every two years
Table 4-6 is a synopsis of the principal program characteristics for
each of these alternative programs. The annual demand for servicing and
update visits, superimposed on the delivery schedule, is the first entry in
these program summaries for the serviceable platforms. In addition, the
numbers of shuttle/tug flights, payload weight (HPL), and payload capability
(WpL CAP) were compiled to describe the program characteristics. The number
of shuttle/tug flights had been determined previously. From the last two
data elements, a measure of tug utilization efficiency was computed.









Only usable payload weight is included in this sum; weight of the remote
servicing unit or the crew module in manned flight is not included. The pay-
load capability is the sum of the usable payloads actually carried up and
down, plus twice the sum of the excess MRS propellant carried through the
mission; i.e.,
WPL (CAP) = WPL (Up) + WPL (Down) + 2 WPRQP Excess
This excess propellant term arises from the fact that, if additional on-orbit
maneuvers are not required, payload might have been exchanged on a pound-for-
pound basis up to the amount of excess propellent carried throughout the mission.
It is possible to obtain a flight-by-flight measure of tug utilization
efficiency. However, it was decided to compute efficiency on a yearly basis,
summing the payload capability and payload carried on all flights during a
given year. (This displays the variability in efficiency year by year.)
Then the total efficiency for the 10-year program is computed. In the
expendable satellite program, notwithstanding the advantages to be gained by
clustering satellites, the efficiency attained is just below 50 percent. This
can be attributed to the fact that the largest satellite, a 20-foot earth
observation satellite, weighs only 3500 pounds, 5000 pounds below the one-way
delivery capability of the tug. A typical clustered combination (e.g., three
8-foot, 1100-pound Domsats) is 5200 pounds less than that capability i (The
payload weights used in these analyses were those available at the time of
the Second Progress Review.)
In terms of spacecraft deliveries only, the following clustering
















For expendable satellites, the program comprise delivery flights only so
that the clustering density figure represents the average across the total
program (113 satellites -r 44 flights). In the single-function and multiple-
function platform programs, the clustering density was calculated in the
first year of the program, 1981, when only delivery flights were scheduled.
In the serviceable satellite/platform programs, clustering density,
represents the average number of deliveries and visits accommodated per flight
(deliveries + visits-r shuttle flights). This measure is specified for each
of serviceable programs in the summary comparison chart, Table 4-6. Regard-
less of the program concept, the clustering density is higher for the remote





tug flights required to implement the program is higher for man-attended
servicing. This result is obvious, since a dual tug launch is required for
each manned servicing mission regardless of the payload weight involved; in
contrast, the remote servicing program contains a number of single tug missions
for a combined spares and remote servicing unit weight (plus payload deliveries
where feasible) below the nominal 3225 pounds round-trip capability of the
single tug. With a single tier of spares and subtracting the 1100-pound
remote servicing unit, the round-trip spares capability (to a single platform)
is 2125 pounds. At a 25-percent or even a 50-percent replacement level, this
spares weight is never achieved so that in fact, spares for two or more
platforms are carried on a single flight. Taking into account the on-orbit
maneuvering between spacecraft, actual spares capability for a three-platform
mission was calculated at 1853 pounds, carrying a single tier weighing 1100
pounds, or 1453 pounds carrying two tiers weighing 1500 pounds. For a two-
platform servicing-only mission, with one tier of spares, the spares payload
capability was found to be 1912 pounds.
Summarizing these results for remote, servicing-only, single-tug missions,

















This spares capability is one-half of the up-down capability (i.e.,
for the three-platform case, 1853 pounds of spares were delivered to orbit
and 1853 pounds of expended spares were returned for refurbishing). • In
line with the definition of capability used in these analyses, this represents
a payload capability (Wp[_ CAP) of 2 x 1853 = 3706 pounds. Hhen this number
is compared with the average payload capability measured across the program
(summarized for each program alternative in Table 4-7), the average payloads
obscure the data because of the high capability measures afforded by delivery-
only missions and by combined delivery-servicing missions. These flights
represent 20 to 40 percent of the remote servicing and 10 to 30 percent of
the manned servicing flight programs. Specific percentages are shown in
Table 4-8 for each of the programs. Tables 4-9 through 4-17 present the
shuttle flight profile or characteristics for each program.
In Table 4-7, the normalized index provides the discrimination necessary
to evaluate the impact of spares level. With the expendable satellite program
used as a basis for comparison, only the remote platform programs at 50 percent
per year and 50 percent every two years could approximate the payload
capability achieved on the delivery-only expendable satellite program. Com-
bining deliveries with servicing missions whenever possible, the actual
(average) payload carried was higher for the servicing programs, by a factor
of 1.2, so that the shuttle/tug system efficiency achieved was 60 percent and




in the remote servicing platform program, the payload capability and actual
payload carried increases significantly as the spares level increases. This
results from carrying a larger (and heavier) spares complement through the
same AV profile with the increase in WPL up and down, replacing propellant
which otherwise could have been carried in excess of requirements.
The shuttle flight schedules for the program alternatives are shown in
Figures 4-9 through 4-16. Finally, the comparison of shuttle flights for the
platform programs at the variable servicing level and frequency is displayed
in Figures 4-17 through 4-20 for remote and manned servicing alternatives.
New Traffic Model Scheduling Analyses
The impact of demand variations on the geosynchronous program was
evaluated by extending the foregoing scheduling analyses to.the new traffic
model. That model with deliveries and active satellite population is
summarized for the 1981-90 period in Table 4-18. A single-function platform
program equivalent in functional capability to the expendable satellite
program is outlined in Table 4-19. The number of satellites is reduced from
316 to 239. If each platform is serviced once annually, the number of
deliveries plus visits totals 1100 over the 10-year period.
An equivalent multiple-function platform program for both baseline and.
new traffic models is summarized in Table 4-20. The schedule for delivery of
these platforms is shown in Table 4-21. Table 4-22 compares the number of
spacecraft in each of these programs. This data are shown graphically with
cumulative totals in Figures 4-21 and 4-22.
The detailed flight scheduling routine was not repeated during analysis
of the new traffic model; rather, the measures of "clustering density"
achieved in the baseline program were used to calculate the number of
shuttle/tug flights required to implement these deli very/servicing programs.
Looking at the expendable satellite program in Table 4-18, at an average
of 2.6 satellites per flight, a total of 122 flights would be required to
deliver the 316 expendable satellites in this model during the period 1981-90.
The single-function and multiple-function platform programs also use the
clustering densities determined for the baseline models. Shuttle flight
requirements, calculated for both remote and manned servicing concepts, are
detailed in Tables 4-19 .and 4-21 and summarized in Table 4-23.
Figures 4-23 through 4-30 display the shuttle flights required to
implement the following programs for the new traffic model:
1. Single-function and multiple-function platforms, remote, 25 oercent
spares per year






3. Multiple-function platform, remote and manned, 50 oercent snares
per year
4. Multiple-function olatform, remote and manned, 50 nercent snares
per two years
In each case, the expendable satellite program is included as a point of
reference.
The comparisons of shuttle flights for the platform programs at the
variable servicing levels and frequencies are displayed in Figures 4-31
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Figure 4-15. Cumulative Shuttle Flights (50% Spares per 2 Years)
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Figure 4-17. Cumulative Shuttle Flight Comparison - Platform
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Figure 4-19. Cumulative Shuttle Flight Comparison - Platform Programs -
Manned Servicing. .
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Figure 4-24. Shuttle Flight Schedule (Remote - 25% Spares per Year,
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Figure 4-29. Cumulative Shuttle Flights (50% Spares per 2 Years,
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Figure 4-30.
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Figure 4-31. Cumulative Shuttle Flight Comparison (New Traffic Model Platform
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Figure 4-32. Shuttle Flight Comparison (New Traffic Model Platform
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Figure 4-33. Cumulative Shuttle Flight Comparison (New Traffic Model
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Figure 4-34. Shuttle Flight Comparison (New Traffic Model Platform






The basic data used to develop the costs of the program alternatives
identified in the previous section are discussed in this section. The data
base consists of the costs of the fo l lowing program elements which are
necessary to support the programs:
1. Common support modules
2. Remote servicing units
3. Crew modules




These elements were inc luded in the construction of total costs for all
programs except the expendable satellite programs for the basel ine and new
traffic models. The levels and quantities of the elements varied according
to the changing program descriptions and requirements. All of the program
costs are stated in 1973 dollars. . . .
The cost of the common support module (Table 5-1) is defined as the
nonrecurring and recurring costs of the module subsystems exclusive of the
recurring structure costs, which are contained in the spares storage module
estimates. Thus, each common support module (CSM) type spacecraft contains
one CSM equipment set plus at least one spares storage module. This approach
was used in the cost analyses because of the similarity of the structure (for
costing purposes) between the common support module and the spares storage ,
module. The sources for the cost of platform subsystems also are shown .in
Table 5-1. The space station data were applied wi th appropriate sca l ing fo r .
the reduced sizes of these subsystems and for the changes in the technology
base. The only exception was the attitude s tabi l izat ion and control sub-
system, which employed a different technology than that defined for the space
station. A complexity factor was used to account for the technology increase.
The remote servicing uni t was costed as an unmanned system capable of
performing up to 50 missions. In the development of program costs, if more
than 50 remote servicing missions were required in a given program, addi t ional
buys were required. The subsystem cost estimates were developed from three
sources; these are noted in Table 5-2. The design concept selected for the





module and spares storage module. The most significant element of the
remote servicing unit, in terms of cost, is the manipulator. The nonrecurring
and recurring costs of the manipulator were estimated to be $15.4 and $3.85
million, respectively.
The crew module was costed as. a manned system which also was capable of
up to 50 servicing .missions; additional buys were required each time the
number of missions exceeded 50. Additional buys also were required if the
traffic density exceeded 12 flights per year. It was assumed that an annual
traffic density in excess of 12 would not permit adequate time between
flights for servicing and refurbishment of the crew modules. The crew module
costs (Table 5-3) also were based on the space station study costs, with the
exception of the environmental control and life support subsystem, which was
scaled from Apollo costs with allowances for changes in mission requirements
and change in the technology base from the 60's to the 80's. The Apollo
subsystem costs were considered applicable to the crew module because of the
similarities in system requirements, crew size, and pressurized volume.
Since the structure of the crew module was identical to that of the
spares storage module, only recurring costs were included in the cost estimates.
The recurring costs of the structural elements of the crew module are included
in the cost estimates for each crew module.
The spares storage module, for costing purposes, is basically a
structural element used with the common support module, remote servicing units,
and crew modules. Therefore, this program element was assumed to be
developed by a separate contractor. It was estimated that the.programmatic
benefits of a common development exceeded any integration problems that might
be incurred. For costing purposes, each common support module consisted of
one subsystem set plus at least one, and generally two, spares storage
modules; each remote servicing unit included one or more spares storage
modules; and each crew module included one or more spares storage modules.
The cost estimates for the spares storage modules (Table 5-4) were developed
from the SAMSO/Rockwell unmanned spacecraft costing model.
The mission equipment costs were based on cost data contained in the
Aerospace Fleet Analysis Report (Reference 5-1) and Rockwell estimates. Where
direct correlation with mission equipment could be identified, the Fleet'
Analysis costs were used. Where direct correlations could not be obtained,
the costs were estimated on the basis of. equipment similarity to satellite
systems described in the Fleet Analysis Report or by direct estimates bashed
on past Rockwell studies.
Different philosophies were adopted for establishing the cost of spares
for platform subsystems and for mission equipment. The platform spares cost
were based on the recurring costs of replaceable items. The spares costs per
servicing missions were then taken as being equal to the total recurring costs
of all replaceable elements, adjusted by the sparing level being examined.
For example, the spares costs per servicing mission at a spares level of






In establishing the total program costs, no spares costs were assumed
for mission equipment. The basic mission equipment .'costs were based on
equivalent expendable mission equipment, and it was felt that the costs of
spares or refurbishment would offset any potential reduction in nonrecurring
and recurring costs that could be achieved from utilizing .refurbish able'
mission equipment.
Each mission to geosynchronous orbit requires the use of both the
shuttle .and tug. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, only a single
cost of $12.5 million was assumed for each shuttle/tug flight. ..This appears
to be consistent with values used in past studies.
The RDT&E and investment costs for each of the program cost elements


















*95-percent Crawford cost-reduction curves utilized
**The RDT&E costs for the spares module are included in the
platform cost estimate.
The costs of the program alternatives are presented in Tables 5-5 through
5-7 for the baseline traffic model and in Tables 5-8 through 5-10 for the
new traffic model. For the expendable satellite programs (Tables 5-5 and 5-8),
the nonrecurring and recurring satellite, mission equipment, and operations
costs are identified by program element. The total cost of the baseline
traffic model expendable satellite program is approximately $4.9 billion,
compared to $7.5 billion dollars for the expendable satellite program based
.on the new traffic model. Approximately $1.0 billion of the cost difference
is due to the 78 additional shuttle/tug flights required for the delivery of
203 more spacecraft in the new traffic model. The remaining $1.6 billion
difference is in the RDT&E and investment costs for the satellites and mission
equipment.
The costs of the single-function platform programs are given in Tables
5-6 and 5-9 for the baseline and new traffic models. The tables show the
costs of the basic program hardware plus that associated with both manned and
remote servicing. The costs for the programs based on the new traffic model
are approximately twice those of the baseline traffic model. It can also be
seen that most of the difference in cost between the remote and manned





manned mode. For the baseline traffic model programs (Table 5-6), $350
million of the $512.3-million difference 1s due to the requirement for 28
additional shuttle/tug flights for the manned servicing approach.
The costs of the multiple-function platform program alternatives are
shown 1n Tables 5-7 and 5-10. As can be seen* both the servicing mode and
the servicing level and frequency have a significant impact on total cost.
In both traffic models, the remote servicing approach with a servicing
level and frequency of .50 percent every two years results in the lowest
total program cost. These programs also require the least number of shuttle/
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6.0 RECOMMENDED PROGRAM APPROACH
The program alternatives shown in Figure 4-6 provided the basis for
defining the basic characteristics of single-function and multiple-function
platform programs. An examination of the results of these analyses provided
the basis for the identification of the recommended program alternative.
The preferred geosynchronous on-orbit platform program approach was then
developed in light of the results of all major analyses conducted during
the study. The principal considerations were the new traffic model analyses,
contention analyses, and platform and servicing system configuration analyses
reported in Volumes III through V. This section summarizes the results of -
the analyses of the platform program alternatives, identifies the preferred
alternative, and discusses the recommended geosynchronous platform program
approach.
6.1 LOGISTICS COMPARISON
The number of shuttle/tug flights per year to support the alternative
 ;
program approaches is summarized in Tables 6-1 and. 6-2 for the baseline and
new traffic models, respectively. As shown in Table 6-1, the total number
of shuttle/tug flights for the platform programs based on the baseline
traffic model varies from a minimum of 56 to a maximum of 203. The .correspond-
ing variation for the new traffic model (Table 6-2) is 146 to 486 total flights.
For both traffic models, the manned servicing alternatives impose the highest
shuttle/tug flight requirements for a given servicing level and frequency^due
to the requirement for dual shuttle/tug flights on each servicing mission. For
a given servicing mode, the servicing level and frequency has a significant
effect on the shuttle/tug flight requirements. This impact is particularly
significant for the manned servicing mode. In addition, the servicing frequency
alone has a significant impact on the shuttle/tug flight requirements. The
multiple-function platform programs with servicing every two years require the
least number of flights for both the baseline and new traffic models. This
characteristic is due to the decrease in the number of servicing visits., while
the number of spacecraft deliveries remains constant. Since the servicing
levels and frequencies used during these analyses were selected for examining ,,
the program sensitivity to servicing level and frequency, the values selected
do not necessarily represent the values which will ultimately be required by an
operational program.
For comparison, the required number of shuttle/tug flights, for expendable
satellite programs also are shown in.Tables 6-1 and 6-2. For both traffic
models, the expendable satellite programs require the least number, of shuttle/
tug flights since only satellite deliveries are required. During the development
of the shuttle/tug flight requirements for these programs, the delivery schedules
were based on the traffic models and did not include additional deliveries for
replacement of failed satellites. Since the operational capability of the





capability of the platform programs will be greater than, or at least equal
to, the operational capability provided by the expendable satellite programs.
A more rigorous comparison would require considerations of failed expendable
satellites, as well as considerations of .unsuccessful platform servicing
missions.
6..2 TRANSPORTATION UTILIZATION EFFICIENCY
The shuttle/tug utilization efficiency is summarized in Table 6-3 for
the baseline traffic model. As noted earlier, efficiency is defined in
terms of the tug payload weight capability versus the actual weight which
could be accommodated by the shuttle/tug system with dimensional constraints
being considered. The weight efficiencies are seen to vary from 45 to 60.
percent, with an average of slightly more than 50 percent. It can be seen
that the remote servicing programs are more efficient in shuttle/tug system
utilization than the manned servicing programs. In the remote servicing
programs, there are many opportunities for single tug servicing missions,
even at the 50-percent spares level. In the manned servicing programs,
these missions must be dual tug in order to carry the crew module to orbit.
Each dual tug mission does have more payload capability; hence, additional
platforms might be visited. However, because of the concurrent /IV's imposed
by the additional visits, the extra payload capability is usually not avail-
able.
Efficiency increases as the servicing level increases from 25 to 50
percent per year. The on-orbit /1V profile between spacecraft is identical,
and the higher spares weight to each platform allows more use of the payload
capability. The decrease in efficiency as the spares frequency is reduced .
to two-year intervals is not significant in the remote servicing mode. It
follows the 50-percent-per-year pattern rather consistently. The exceptions
are 1986 and 1990, where there are few actual servicing demands and thus less
flexibility for combining visits. In the manned servicing mode, at 50-percent
spares every two years and after deliveries in the first year of the program,
the next five years show, considerably lower efficiencies than the annual
servicing program because of fewer opportunities to combine servicing visits.
This trend reverses again in 1987, when the number of platforms on-orbit
has reached its peak and .continues until 1990 when only five v;isits are
required.
6 . 3 PROGRAM COSTS . . .
The annual costs for shuttle/tug flights are shown in Tables 6-4 and 6-5
for the baseline and new traffic models. .Since the shuttle/tug costs are
directly proportional to the number of flights, the expendable satellite pro-
grams have the lowest shuttle/tug costs when all program approaches are
considered. Of the platform programs, the multiple-function platform programs
with remote servicing at a spares level/frequency of 50 percent every two





In addition to the launch rate, total flights, and total costs associated
with the shuttle/tug delivery systems, the number of hardware end items and .
the costs of these end items must be considered in a total program evaluation.
The total hardware end item requirements and the associated non-recurring and
recurring costs are summarized in Tab.le 6-6. The expendable satellite pro-
grams result in the highest satellite hardware costs. Of the platform pro-
grams, the remote-serviced multiple-function platform programs have the
lowest costs when comparing programs at comparable spares levels/frequencies.
Of the remote serviced programs, a servicing level/frequency of 50 percent •
every two years results in the lowest costs due to the reduced number of.
remote servicing units and associated spares storage modules. ..' . .
Program evaluation data are summarized in Tables 6-7 and 6-8 for the
baseline and new traffic models. In addition to the data presented in the
previous tables, the worst-case spacecraft population densities and total
program costs are presented. The spacecraft population density is defined .
as the total number of spacecraft delivered to each of the four regions
described in Volume IV. The total program costs include the costs for
shuttle/tug operations, spacecraft hardware, servicing hardware, spares.and
mission equipment.
Tables 6-7 and 6-8 show that the multiple-function platform programs
 :
with a servicing level/frequency of 50 percent every two years result in the •
lowest total program costs. Although these programs have, more shuttle/tug •
flights, operational costs are more than offset by the decrease in the number of
platforms and platform-servicing hardware costs because of the- high degree of .
equipment commonality and the resultant reduction in the nonrecurring costs.
This general characteristic is true for both the baseline and new traffic .
models. ' . - • - - . •
On the basis of the considerations presented, the preferred platform
program approach would be the multiple-function platform with remote
servicing. Although the program alternative based on 50 percent spares every
two years results in the lowest total program costs, other combinations of
servicing levels and frequencies which produce a more optimum utilization of
the shuttle/tug system could potentially reduce the total program costs even
further. For example, future studies may indicate that redundancy or high
reliability could reduce the 50 percent per two years servicing level/
frequency to some other value which would be more economical from a total .
program standpoint. It should be noted that the servicing levels/frequencies
examined were selected to establish program trends. The established trend,
commensurate with the depth of hardware definition attained in this study,
is that total program costs are reduced by lowering the servicing frequency.
A subsequent study will be required to establish the crossover point between
spares level/frequency costs and platform complexity costs.
6.4 USE OF KICK STAGES
There are additional considerations which further substantiate the
selection of the multiple-function platform/remote servicing program approach,
as well as considerations which must be taken into account before the final





of expendable delivery systems (kick stages) for the initial delivery of
platforms and the retention of the programmatic flexibility to introduce
manned servicing. They are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.
It may be desirable, from a total program point of view, to perform
initial deliveries of platforms with expendable delivery systems. This
approach could possibly defer the initial development costs for the reusable
space tug. It should be pointed out, however, that some development costs
will be incurred to make expendable kick stages shuttle-compatible. There-
fore, this alternative must be examined in the context of the total earth-
orbital space program during the shuttle era, including the possible use of
kick stages for delivery of payloads to non-geosynchronous orbits. As noted
in Volumes IV and V, the platforms defined during this study are within the
payload delivery capability of some of the kick stages. The platform pro-
gram approach developed during this study, however, depends on the ability
to perform on-orbit servicing. Any deferral in provision of this ability
could result in a decline of on-orbit capability through lack of servicing
and an increase in total program costs even though initial costs are reduced.
6.5 PLATFORM CONFIGURATION ADAPTIBILITY
The remote-serviced platform should be compatible with the programmatic
option to introduce manned servicing if it:should prove to be either desired
or required. No significant drivers were identified in the study which would
require the introduction of manned servicing during the program period
(i.e., up through 1990). Future studies may indicate, however, that man's
presence may be required for change-out of mission equipment on science and
technology type payloads or for the on-orbit assembly of large, advanced,
complex space systems such as the space power relay systems, or Lunettas dis-
cussed in Volume IV. If such a requirement eventually evolves, it may be
desirable to introduce manned servicing during the late 1980's or early
1990's to develop servicing techniques and, potentially, enhance the on-
orbit capability, of early platforms through the introduction of more complex
on-orbit systems. The platform design approach discussed in Volume V would
permit such an evolutionary program approach. Through the use of an adapter,
a properly designed remote serviced platform could be made compatible with
manned servicing.
With respect to both remote and manned servicing, no significant new
supporting research and technology (SRT) requirements were identified which
would impact the recommended program approach. Both servicing approaches
will require the development of techniques for on-orbit change-out of
equipment; the required characteristics of such systems are being examined
in both NASA and industry studies.
6.6 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the data developed during this study and the evaluations pre-





1. Selected groupings of geosynchronous payloads are feasible
and desirable.
2. A common subsystem module which can support.a variety of
mission payloads (either singularly or in multiples) is
feasible and desirable.
3. Of the program alternatives,examined, remote servicing
results in the lowest total program costs through the
development of standardized replaceable modules.
4. A single platform configuration concept capable of
operating with all servicing modes is feasible and holds
open the option for future selection of a preferred
servicing mode. •• •
5. Grouping of payloads reduces the total .inventory require-
ments and related transportation costs, and' commonality of
subsystems further reduces the developmental and hardware
unit costs. Also, compatibility with all servicing modes
eliminates the need for developing separate platform con-
cepts for each servicing mode. . . .:;
The traffic analyses resulted'in several important conclusions. First,
the new traffic model was judged to be more representative of the full
potential for geosynchronous traffic than the baseline model. It reflects
growing global demands of world user population. Second, orbit saturation
analyses determined that satellite physical contention is not likely to be
critical through 1990, even without satellite retrieval; however, electro-
magnetic interference (EMI) would be widespread in the new traffic model if
communications relay services were restricted to the use of C-band fre-
quencies. Wider RF spectrum usage (K-bands) would be required such, as those
utilized in the platform synthesized in the study to 'preclude EMI among geo-
synchronous satellites. S-band EMI problems already exist between geo-
synchronous satellites and users in other orbits as a result of geometric
interrelationships. This problem would be reduced with multifunction'plat-
forms because of the reduced inventory of traffic elements.
It was concluded that cooperation in mission planning and control is
required on both national and international levels to preclude satellite
physical and EMI contention. This cooperation will be required for the
traffic levels depicted in both models, but is more acute with the higher
traffic levels predicted in the new traffic model.
6.7 RECOMMENDED GEOSYNCHRONOUS PROGRAM APPROACH
Evaluation of the principal study results leads to a recommended geo-
synchronous program approach offering improved traffic definitions, feasible
groupings of mission functions, and a configuration concept adaptable to





1. That efforts be continued toward identification and refinement
of geosynchronous traffic characteristics.
Significant progress was made during this study. Many new
functions were identified, along with several very advanced
concepts offering vast benefits to mankind. A model frame- ,
work, including rationale and construction techniques, also
was produced. However, new sensors, new technologies, and
new user populations require continual updating of.traffic
characteristics.
2. That feasible payload grouping options be applied with multi-
function platforms in future program/system definition activities.
Additional or different groupings may be possible as new
and better definitions of geosynchronous traffic become
available. Further efforts are required on mission equip-
ment integration issues, particularly as better definitions
of equipment configuration and accommodation requirements
become known. New functions in the updated and refined
traffic models also will require integration analysis.
3. That the "tri-mode" platform configuration approach be applied to hold
open the option, for manned servicing.
. Much effort is required to determine a preferred servicing mode.
Analysis results, design trades, and operational.experience must
be accumulated on both the spacecraft to be serviced and the
systems performing the servicing operations before preferred
servicing modes can be selected. The multi-mode approach offers .
the desired flexibility at almost no design penalty. Safety
considerations would introduce variations in qualification
programs, but applying this basic configuration approach to
further studies of hardware standardization and subsystem
commonality could focus their results to useful products
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APPENDIX: TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Emphasis in this study was placed on the volume and performance con-
straints of the shuttle and the reusable tug. The shuttle characteristics
are based on its definition at preliminary requirements review; tug character-
istics are derived from the TOPSS study. Both a single tug and a dualtug
are defined. The characteristics of expendable payload delivery systems (kick
stages) also are discussed briefly.
SPACE SHUTTLE
The dimensions of the shuttle orbiter used in-this study are shown in
Figure A-l. Included in the figure is the volume of the cargo bay occupied
by a reusable tug. The total usable volume in the cargo bay for all payloads •
is between Stations (X ) 582 and 1302. The tug occupies the volume between
Stations 882 and 1302. A 10-inch clearance is required between Stations 582
and 592 for rotation of the tug out of the orbiter bay. Therefore, the
maximum overall payload length is 290 inches, between Stations 592 and 882.
The orbiter volume for payloads with and without a docking module is
shown in Figures A-2 and A-3. In cases where manned servicing missions are
considered, the docking module (Figure A-3) must be used for shirtsleeve
crew transfer from the orbiter to the crew module. If suited (EVA) crew
transfer is acceptable, the docking module need not be provided and the-crew
module could extend to shuttle orbiter Station 592 as shown in Figure A-2.'
The preferred mode, however, is shirtsleeve transfer. Therefore, the maximum
payload length with the tug is 210 inches.
The general characteristics of the manned payload servicing configuration
in the cargo bay are shown in Figure A-4. The concept adopted for the pro-
grammatic analyses was that the manned reusable tug consists of the reusable "
unmanned tug with the addition of a crew module and the spares storage modules
necessary for manned servicing of geosynchronous platforms. The basic crew
module has an overall length of 101 inches. In addition, the basic spares
module with a length of 36 inches must be carried on all servicing missions.
Additional spares modules are only'28 inches long. A 16-inch adapter to,
connect tug and spares module, also is required. The minimum total length when
using a crew module is thus 153 inches and would extend from orbiter Station 729
to Station 882. A maximum of three spares modules can be carried on manned
servicing missions when the docking module is used. Additional spares modules
can be carried only if the docking module is removed; this would require that





The payload volume available in the shuttle cargo bay with the remote
servicing unit is illustrated in Figure A-5. The overall length of the un-
manned remote servicing unit is 72 inches. This includes the 16-inch adapter,
the basic 36-inch spares unit, and the 20 inches required for the servicing
unit. Using the 28-inch spares modules, the payload length for one to four-
tier (1-4) spares modules is shown in Figure A-6. Even with a four-tier
spares module, 145 inches remain in the shuttle cargo bay for accommodating
payloads.
The final consideration is the volume available in the cargo bay when
delivering the first-stage tug (Tug A) for a dual tug mission. A technique
for performing the on-orbit assembly is illustrated in Figure A-7. For this
concept, Orbiter B with Tug B and the crew module is launched first. The tug
and crew module are separated from Orbiter B and maintain attitude stabilization
while Orbiter A with Tug A and a payload are launched to low-altitude earth
orbit. Orbiter A then performs rendezvous with Tug B, rotates Tug A out of
the orbiter bay, and docks Tug B with the crew module to Tug A using the
shuttle manipulator. The payload delivered by Orbiter A is then manipulated
to the end of the crew module. Upon completing the on-orbit assembly opera-
tions, the entire payload delivery system with its payload is separated from
Orbiter A and Tug A initiates the necessary maneuvers for transfer to geo-
synchronous orbit. Tug A completes part of the geosynchronous transfer,
orbit insertion maneuver and returns to Orbiter A for recovery and return
to earth.'
The payload length which can be carried with Tug A is shown in Figure A-8.
As shown in Figure A-7, Tug A requires a tug-to-tug interstage which provides
the necessary structural interface for the dual-tug mission mode. This
interstage is approximately 110 inches long. Allowing a 10-inch clearance for
rotation of the tug out of the shuttle cargo bay and an additional 10-inch
clearance between the payload and orbiter Station 582, the maximum allowable
payload length is 170 inches.
TUG PAYLOAD CAPABILITIES
The reusable tug used for this study was the high-technology tug defined
in the recently completed TOPSS study performed by Rockwell for MSFC
(Reference A-l )• This tug has an overall length of 35 feet and the weights
shown in Table A-l. The weight statement was provided by MSFC for use in the
Rockwell study. The tug end-boost weight is 6303 pounds for purposes of
performance computations. There are 650 pounds of mission consumables
including fuel cell reactants, APS attitude control propellent, and APS
translation propellant. For the TOPSS reference mission, the tug payload
weight was 3000 pounds round trip and a 1462-pound tug/shuttle interface was
required for accommodating the tug in the orbiter cargo bay. Based on a gross
weight limit of 65,000 pounds at shuttle liftoff, the allowable usable MPS
propellant is 53,585 pounds. As noted in the table, however, the MPS is
sized for a maximum usable propellant loading of 56,000 pounds. For the
purpose of performance calculations, 390 pounds of APS propellant were added
to the usable MPS propellent and all performance calculations were performed





The corresponding weight statement for the dual tii.g mode is shown in
Table A-2.. For the dual tug mode, a tug-to-tug adaptermust be included.
As a result, the end-boost weight of Tug A .is increased from 6303 to 6603 .
pounds, with the corresponding decrease in usable MPS propel 1 ant. For per-
formance calculations, however, the weight statements are! based' on the
definition of the available weight for MRS equivalent, mission -propellent
plus payload. In all cases, the limiting weight at shuttle liftoff is
63,000 pounds. . . . .
Two weight statements are shown for Tug B in Table A-2. The nominal
case (Tug B ) includes a 1300-pound payload penalty for the docking module.
In this case, the maximum MRS equivalent mission propellant plus payload is
less than the allowable 56,338 pounds'of equivalent MRS mission propellant
which the tug is capable of accommodating. If the shuttle docking module
is not included, the equivalent MRS mission propellant plus payload can be
56,923 pounds, which is 585 pounds greater than the maximum allowable
equivalent MRS propellant of 56,338 pounds.
The resultant payload capabilities of the single and dual tug are shown
in Figures A-9 and A-10. In Figure A-9, the payload capability for delivery
and return of payloads is shown as a function of the on-orbit 4V assuming
no payload is carried during the on-orbit maneuvers. As can be seen, the
payload capability is limited by tug propellant below a payload weight of
3000 pounds. For payloads above 3000 pounds, the payload capability is
limited by the maximum shuttle payload weight at liftoff of 65,000 pounds.
In Figure A-10, the outbound and return payload capabilities of the dual
tug are presented as a function of the on-orbit 4V assuming, in this case,
that the return payload is carried through the on-orbit maneuvers. The
data presented in the figure are based on the assumption that only one shuttle
is launched with a mission payload (the other contains the tug and crew
module). For the data presented in this figure, Orbiter A contains Tug A only.
The effect of performing on-orbit. assembly with mission payloads in both
Orbiter A and Orbiter B is shown in Figure A-ll. These data are based on
no on-orbit 4V and correspond to the upper bound shown on the previous curve
if Tug A is delivered without a mission payload in the cargo bay of Orbiter A.
Comparison of Figures A-10 and A-ll shows that a relatively significant pay-
load capability increase can be realized by carrying payloads in both shuttle
cargo bays and performing on-orbit assembly.
EXPENDABLE STAGES
Physical characteristics and performance capability data were compiled
for several "kick stages" expected to be available on or before the shuttle
IOC date. These are upper stages from current booster systems which have been
modified to be compatible with the shuttle cargo bay environment and safety
considerations related to the presence of the shuttle flight crew. They
include the Delta, Agena, Transtage, and Centaur. All except the Centaur
use space-storable propellants. The Centaur uses cryogenics (LO^. and LHL).
The important characteristics for these stages, including geosynchronous





These data were obtained from NASA (Reference A-2 ) and reflect the net
payload delivered after allowances for the payload interface adapter. Estimated
weight for the interconnect and adapter structure between the combined stage/
payload and the shuttle also is shown. All of these stages were performance-
limited in their geosynchronous delivery capability, (i.e., their combined
liftoff weight with full-up tanks, maximum payload, and their respective shuttle
adapter weights was less than the 65,000-pound capability specified for the
shuttle). It also should be noted that these are expendable stages, suitable
















Propel 1 ant reserve
Tug end-boost weight
Mission consumables
Fuel cell reactants (lb)
APS attitude control (lb)
. . APS translation 4V1 (lb)
Usable MPS propellent1>2 '3
Tug/EOS interface
Payload (Round-Trip Mission)





















1. Usable propellant with 4VMps = 53,585 + 390 = 53,975 lb
EQUIV
2. MPS sized for a maximum usable propellant of 56,000 lb
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Figure A-l. Shuttle Orbiter Definition


































USABLE ORBITER BAY = 640 in. (53'4")
(XQ=662 TO XQ=1302)








































































Figure A-6. Allowable Payload Length; Remote Servicing Mode
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Space Division
North American Rockwell
176D (4.47 M) MAX PAYLOAD DIA,
(REF)
300 (7.62 M) MAX PAYLOAD LENGTH (REF)
TUG AND PAYLOAD BEING ACQUIRED BY SHUTTLE
OTHER MANIPULATOR ARM
UTILIZED FOR TV VIEWING
AS MATING AID
TUG AND PAYLOAD SWUNG TO MATING POSITION
BY SHUTTLE MANIPULATOR ARM
176D x 720 CARGO ENVELOPE (REF)
(4.47 M) x (18.28 M)
FIRST TUG ERECTED TO
MATING POSITION
PRR BASELINE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
' (CARGO BAY DOORS NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY)
DOCKING BUILD-UP OF TUG TO TUG
UTILIZING MANIPULATOR ARMS
Figure A-7. Tug-to-Tug and Payload Orbital Assembly
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Figure A-10. Dual Tug Performance Capability;
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Figure A-ll. Dual Tug Performance Capability;
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